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President George Bush, in his address to a
Joint Session of the Congress on
September 20, 2001, stated that
America’s war on terror will not “end until
every terrorist group of global reach has
been found, stopped and defeated.”1 He
further added, America will use, “every
means of diplomacy, every tool of
intelligence, every instrument of law
enforcement, every financial influence, and
every necessary weapon of war” to defeat
and eliminate global terror network.2 Since then, seven long
years had passed and America is still struggling on war against
terrorism. The US, despite utilising its state of the art technology,
did not seem to have succeeded much, except the fact, that the
Taliban regime has been dethroned. Despite the establishment
of democratically elected Karzai government and the presence
of large numbers of US and NATO forces in Afghanistan,3 peace
still seems to be a distant dream for the Afghans.
Military Might is not the Ultimate Solution
Since, the war does not seem to come to an end, newly elected
US President Barack Obama pledged to deploy about 17,000
additional military troops to Afghanistan; as he feels, more troops
will help in stabilising the situation in
Afghanistan.4 But, the question is, will more
troops help in stabilising Afghanistan? It
is true that there is shortage of military
personnel in Afghanistan to counter
“resilient” insurgency. However, what
American political and military leaders fail
to understand is that it is not the shortage
of military personnel but, flawed strategy
which seems to be failing their operations.

Therefore, bringing in more military forces
will not solve the precarious political
situation in Afghanistan. Admiral Michael
Mullen, Chairman, US Joint Chiefs of
Staff, in his address to House Armed
Services Committee in September 2008
clearly stated, “No amount of troops in no
amount of time can ever achieve all the
objectives”,the US seeks in Afghanistan.5

A month later, expressing similar view,
Kai Eide, the United Nations special

envoy to Afghanistan, remarked at a news conference in Kabul
(October 2008) that war in Afghanistan cannot be won through
the use of force, but can be won only through political means.6

By “political means,” he meant “political engagement.” Kai Eide
urged the US and international community to directly engage in
dialogues with all the relevant conflicting parties in Afghanistan
including the Taliban to bring about political change in the war-
torn country.
The US Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) in Afghanistan lacked
a holistic approach. A clear example is that the US policy makers,
despite knowing of the involvement of Pakistan in the rise of
Taliban, overlooked Pakistan’s true role and the aim to acquire

huge military and economic aid for
cooperating in the war against terrorism.
According to the US Department of State,
figures, Pakistan have received about $
3,105 million economic related aid for the
FY 2002-2008, which includes the
Coalition Support Funds, Development
Assistance, Economic Support Funds and
Food Aid.7 Taking advantage of the
political development in the region,
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Pakistan politically joined hands
with the US in the war against
terrorism, but at the same time
covertly supported and assisted
Taliban financially and militarily.
Further, OEF was carried out without
taking into consideration the socio-
economic, political, security and
humanitarian realities of
Afghanistan. Thus, one witnessed
the indiscriminate shelling and
destruction of life and property in
Afghanistan by the US-led coalition
forces. Stephanie Nebehay (quoting
UN reports) reported that “More than 2,100 civilians were
killed in Afghanistan in 2008,” recording an increase of
40 per cent (figure stood at 1,523 in 2007).8 The large
civilian casualties have aroused a strong resentment
among the Afghans, which in-turn has provided
opportunities to the militants to exploit the sufferings of
the locals to strengthen their positions.
What is more ironic is the fact that, the US political leaders
openly praised Pakistani leaders for their cooperation in
the war against terrorism, but on the other hand, U.S. Gen,
David D. McKiernan, Commander of NATO forces in
Afghanistan rebuked Pakistan government for failing to
take adequate measures to control the activities of the
insurgents  in Pakistan. It is imperative for the US to note
that it should adopt a more realistic policy toward Pakistan
because Taliban was created by Pakistan’s military leaders
(ISI) as an “instrument of its government’s jihadi policies”
in Afghanistan in the early 1990s.9 Since terrorism is
supported and promoted by Pakistan’s ISI, its reforms must
form the minimum conditions for further US support.
Real Success in Afghanistan ?
One of the defining characteristics
of Afghanistan is the complexity of
its ethnic, linguistic, religious and
tribal identities. In this context, the
US and NATO political and military
leaders need to understand the
political situation of Afghanistan and
formulate their policies accordingly.
History has shown that military
action has never brought about any
amicable solution in Afghanistan.
The goal of thwarting the militant
might does not lie in using military
force but by wining the hearts and
minds of the Afghans. And one such
way to win over the population is to
provide them with certain measure

of security and strengthen local
governance. Without adequate
security and strong local-self
government, developmental work
can never take place.

After nearly three decades of armed
conflict Afghans are weary of
militant’s activities. The storming of
“Zagai and Tora Kopai centers of
local Taliban on fire” by the tribal
Lashkar in October 2008 “after the
expiry of the deadline given to them
for leaving the area” is a clear
manifestation of the growing

discontent with the Taliban.10 The US should take
advantage of growing Afghans wariness with the Taliban
and regenerate its resources on developing local capability,
because, as Brian Michael Jenkins observes, “It will not
be American or NATO forces that ultimately prevail over
al Qaeda and the Taliban, but Afghan forces.”11 The US
war against terrorism in Afghanistan will not go on
indefinitely; it’s a matter of time, sooner or later US and
NATO forces will be compelled to withdraw from the state.

Criticising the lopsided policy adopted in Afghanistan by
the Afghan government and international policy makers,
Oxfam stated, “Despite the evident importance of building
peace at the local level, so far national and international
responses to insecurity have focused on military efforts
and on high-level of political initiatives rather than
grassroots work.” This is one of the reasons why
“[e]xisting high-level measures to promote peace in
Afghanistan are not succeeding,” says Max Waldman,
Oxfam International’s policy adviser in Afghanistan.12

It’s a sad reality that many countries participating in the
war against terrorism began to
express skepticism regarding the
ability of the US and NATO-led
International Security Assistance
Force (ISAF) to deal decisively with
the Taliban militants. However, the
US of late, began to realise the
negative effects of the use of
military power. Lt. Gen. Stanley A.
McChrystal, designated American
commander in Afghanistan openly
acknowledged errors of the US air
strike, on June 2, 2009, and vowed
that reducing civilian casualties was
essential to US credibility on war
against terrorism, signaling a
paradigm shift in US foreign policy.13
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The perpetrating internal political
crisis and external invasion has
completely devastated the socio-
economic and political fabric of the
Afghans. On May 19, 2009
Noorullah Stanikzai reports on the
prevailing pathetic conditions of the
Afghan’s internally displaced
people, said, poor sanitation is
threatening the lives of about “a
quarter of a million” displaced
people living in makeshift camps
across the country.14 Five days
later, on May 25, 2009, Masooma Mohammadi reported,
“Seven out of every 10 inhabitants of Kabul City do not
have access to clean drinking water.”15 What is more
disconsolate is the fact that Afghanistan officials
expressed their inability to absorb those Afghan refugees
(above 220,000) due to lack of resources, whom the
UNHRC wanted to repatriate from Pakistan.16

The government’s resources are severely strained and
the state machinery is on the verge of collapse.
Afghanistan is in need of urgent help. Afghans need to be
helped not only to stabilise the wobbly political situation
and security of the state but also to improve the social
and economic conditions of the people.
Many developmental works and projects like the
construction and repairing of roads, schools, dams and
hospitals, etc. by the US and NATO-led ISAF have been
completed or are on the verge of completion. NATO
reports, dated June 2007, suggested “$26.8 billion has
been (given) to Afghanistan since 2001, including $10.5
billion pledged at the London Conference in 2006,” for the
reconstruction and developmental work, he further stated,
that, by early 2007, 83 percent of the Afghans have access
to medical facilities as compared to 9 percent in 2004.17

Incongruously, the massive inflow of foreign aid for the
reconstruction and development work in Afghanistan has
brought about new challenges. One such appalling
challenge is the mismanagement of funds and corruption.
Dr. G. Rauf Roashan pointing out
one such example said, “Billions of
the green mighty Dollars were
spent on military equipment,
support services for keeping troops
in a foreign country … (Seven) years
into the game, almost all of the
needs of the needy remain unmet
and the exorbitant amounts of
money spent under the infamous
title of security have yielded the
opposite. Money has bought
insecurity.”18 Anne Applebaum is

of the opinion that the failure of
development in Afghanistan “lies not
in greater funding but in more
intelligent use of the massive
resources available.”19 There were
reports of conflicting agendas,
overlapping projects and
mismanagement of funds and
rampant corruption. Therefore, this
requires, prudence in planning,
reformation of governance, wiping out
of corruption and a reexamination of
where the money is spent.20

Conclusion
Afghanistan is in urgent needs of peace and development.
However, to bring about peace and development in the
state, al Qaeda and its ally Taliban’s organisational
structure must be curtailed and eliminated. Marvin stated,
“To defeat the Taliban will require a long-term commitment
of the international community to Afghanistan’s security
and a Pakistani government more willing and able to deny
anti-Kabul forces (Taliban) safe haven.”21

Pakistan, despite being an ally in the war on terror did not
sincerely cooperate to eliminate the terrorist groups
operating on its soil. Rather, its leaders continue to
covertly assist the Taliban militants, militarily, as well
as, financially. Subsequently, Taliban spread its influence
in many parts of Pakistan like Swat, Kurram Agency and
North and South Waziristan.
US needs to develop more pragmatic approach to curb al
Qaeda activities because “most of the al Qaeda facilities
and most of the foreign troops under their control in
Afghanistan (were involved) with the civil war there,”
remarked Carl Conetta. He reiterated that “Most of the
organization’s capabilities to conduct far reaching terrorist
acts resided in and resides outside of Afghanistan, and
thus fell beyond the scope of Operation Enduring
Freedom.”22 There is no denying the fact that unilateral
action from the US alone would be Herculean task to bring
about any amicable political solution. There is a need for

greater participation from
international civilian agencies and
communities especially from
Afghanistan neighbouring countries
(Pakistan, India and Iran) to help in
stabilising the country and rescue
Afghanistan from further collapse.
The critical element for success in
Afghanistan is Pakistan’s full and
active cooperation, and its military
holds the key. It may not be able to
take firm military action against al
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Qaeda /Taliban in view of over 22% Pathan/Pashtun troops
in the army. But, greater focus is required for reforms in
the ISI, the organisation that actually supports and
promotes terrorist groups. Little success in US surge or
expanded military operations by US can be expected
without urgent and substantive changes in ISI’s
organisational command structure, as well as, at its
strategic level, in the pursuit of its political-ideological
goals inside as well as outside Pakistan. In fact, without
this step it is difficult to see tangible progress and stability
within Pakistan leave alone Afghanistan. It is useful to
recall that the elected government in Islamabad had tried
to curtail the “political” role of ISI; but had to cancel
announced policy within a week under pressure from
Rawalpindi where real power resides.
To sum up, US policy success would have some chance of
success only if:
1. It conditions tangible reforms in ISI in return for further
military assistance to Pakistan
2. Reduce visible military action especially inside Pakistan
territory to contain if not reduce anti-US sentiments in
Pakistan and the Muslims across the world.
3. Ensure more robust socio-economic reconstruction in
Afghanistan.
4. Engage the tribal leaders across Afghanistan for their
support in reconciliation process in the political arena that
is not based necessarily on western democracy. Some
lessons for Najibullah rule worth emulating.
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